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Filename Description Time
DSGNBoom_Deep boom 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep low boom with glitched hi freq layer. Long reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 

deep
00:07.374

DSGNBoom_Deep boom 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep low boom with pitched down metall friction. Long reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, 
boom, deep

00:18.084

DSGNBoom_Deep boom 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep low boom with pitched down metall friction. Long reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, 
boom, deep

00:29.883

DSGNBoom_Deep boom 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep low boom with pitched down metall friction. Long reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, 
boom, deep

00:19.646

DSGNBoom_Deep boom 5_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP METALLIC HIT - Deep metallic friction hit. Long reverb tail. Impact cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, deep 00:10.126

DSGNBoom_Deep boom 6_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP METALLIC HIT - Deep metallic friction hit. Long reverb tail. Impact cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, deep 00:10.445

DSGNBoom_Deep boom 7_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP METALLIC HIT - Deep metallic friction hit. Long reverb tail. Impact cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, deep 00:12.099

DSGNBoom_Deep boom 8_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP METALLIC HIT - Deep metallic friction hit. Long reverb tail. Impact cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, deep 00:16.594

DSGNBoom_Deep dark boom 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep dark low boom made from pitched down hand drum. Long reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, 
bang, dark, boom, deep

00:16.876

DSGNBoom_Deep dark boom 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep dark low boom made from pitched down hand drum. Long reverb tail with synth-like decay. 
Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, deep

00:13.485

DSGNBoom_Deep dark boom 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep dark short low boom. Short reverb tail with string synth-like decay. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, 
dark, boom, deep

00:02.991

DSGNBoom_Deep dark boom 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep dark low boom made from pitched down hand drum. Long reverb tail with synth-like decay. 
Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, deep

00:08.874
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DSGNBoom_Deep dark boom 5_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep low boom made with taiko drum hit. Long reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
deep

00:06.809

DSGNBoom_Deep gong boom 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep low boom made with gong hit. Mildely distorted low end. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, 
boom, deep

00:07.325

DSGNBoom_Deep gong boom 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep low boom made with gong hit. Long reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, deep 00:20.389

DSGNBoom_Deep gong boom 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep low boom made with gong hit. Long reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, deep 01:19.630

DSGNBoom_Deep gong boom 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep low boom made with singing bowl hit. Long reverb tail with distortion. Bass, cinematic, hit, 
bang, dark, boom, deep

00:21.202

DSGNBoom_Deep gong boom 5_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep low boom made with singing bowl hit. Long reverb tail with distortion. Bass, cinematic, hit, 
bang, dark, boom, deep

01:01.891

DSGNBoom_Deep gong boom 6_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep low magic boom made with singing bowl hit. Long shimmer reverb tail with distortion. Bass, 
cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, deep

00:20.949

DSGNBoom_Deep singing bowl boom_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep low boom made with singing bowl hit and vinyl crackles texture. Long reverb tail. Bass, 
cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, deep

00:06.742

DSGNBoom_Deep stringy boom_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DEEP BOOM HIT - Deep low boom. Monochord string processed. Long reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, 
boom, deep

00:19.069

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:17.991

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:16.186

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:16.947

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:15.228

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 5_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:21.158

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 6_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:16.741

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 7_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:26.090
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DSGNBoom_Boom designed 8_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:14.911

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 9_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:12.500

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 10_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:19.843

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 11_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:39.788

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 12_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:19.275

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 13_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:21.353

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 14_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:14.856

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 15_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:16.731

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 16_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:13.467

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 17_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:24.899

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 18_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:15.784

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 19_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:15.369

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 20_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:18.465

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 21_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:51.698

DSGNBoom_Boom designed 22_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED AGGRESSIVE BOOM HIT - Designed cinematic impact, reverb tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy

00:12.960

DSGNBoom_Grainy boom 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED BOOM HIT - Acoustic drum granulated and distorted. Mains hum in tail. Noise crackles in attack stage.  Bass, 
cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, aggressive, noisy

00:04.889
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DSGNBoom_Grainy boom 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED BOOM HIT - Acoustic drum granulated and distorted. Mains hum in tail. Noise tremolo in decay stage.  Bass, 
cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, aggressive, noisy

00:12.285

DSGNBoom_Granular impulse 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED IMPULSE SHOT - Weapon shot-like impact or boom. Sci-fi feel, short reverb tail. Impact, weapon, boom, sci-
fi

00:10.889

DSGNBoom_Granular impulse 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED IMPULSE SHOT - Weapon shot-like impact or boom. Sci-fi feel, short reverb tail. Impact, weapon, boom, sci-
fi

00:05.768

DSGNBoom_Granular impulse 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED IMPULSE SHOT - Weapon shot-like impact or boom. Made from metal debris vibration. Sci-fi feel, short 
reverb tail. Impact, weapon, boom, sci-fi

00:07.950

DSGNBoom_Granular impulse 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED IMPULSE SHOT - Weapon explosion-like impact or boom. Pitch down in release stage. Made from metal 
debris vibration. Sci-fi feel, short reverb tail. Impact, weapon, boom, sci-fi

00:07.875

DSGNBoom_Granular impulse 5_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED IMPULSE SHOT - Weapon shot-like impact or boom. Made from metal debris vibration. Sci-fi feel, short 
reverb tail. Impact, weapon, boom, sci-fi

00:02.591

DSGNBoom_Granular impulse 6_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED IMPULSE - Granular impact or boom. Bass hit with tonal tail. Sci-fi feel, short reverb tail. Impact, boom, sci-fi 00:04.088

DSGNBoom_Heavy gong hit_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED BOOM HIT - Gong hit distorted. Aggressive noisy release stage.  Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
aggressive, noisy, tremolo

00:12.973

DSGNBoom_Impact vibration metal 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED BOOM HIT - Heavy boom hit, distorted. Aggressive processed metal vibration.  Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, 
dark, boom, aggressive, noisy, tremolo

00:10.469

DSGNBoom_Impact vibration metal 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED BOOM HIT - Heavy boom hit, distorted. Aggressive processed metal vibration.  Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, 
dark, boom, aggressive, noisy, tremolo

00:06.074

DSGNBoom_Impact vibration metal 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED BOOM HIT - Heavy boom hit, distorted. Aggressive processed metal vibration.  Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, 
dark, boom, aggressive, noisy, tremolo

00:08.556

DSGNBoom_Impact vibration metal 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED BOOM HIT - Heavy boom hit, distorted. Aggressive processed metal vibration.  Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, 
dark, boom, aggressive, noisy, tremolo

00:12.421

DSGNBoom_Impact vibration metal 5_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED BOOM HIT - Heavy boom hit, distorted. Aggressive processed metal vibration.  Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, 
dark, boom, aggressive, noisy, tremolo

00:09.381

DSGNBoom_Impact vibration metal 6_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED BOOM HIT - Heavy boom hit, distorted. Aggressive processed metal vibration.  Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, 
dark, boom, aggressive, noisy, tremolo

00:05.850

DSGNBoom_Impact vibration metal 7_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED BOOM HIT - Heavy boom hit, distorted. Aggressive processed metal vibration.  Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, 
dark, boom, aggressive, noisy, tremolo

00:06.426

DSGNBoom_Metal pitch descending hit_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED BOOM HIT - Heavy boom hit, distorted. Aggressive processed metal vibration.  Pitch down in release stage. 
Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, aggressive, noisy, tremolo

00:05.064
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DSGNBoom_Shaman drum glitched 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC DRUM HIT GLITCHED - Shamanic drum hit granulated. Pitch down glide in decay. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, 
dark, boom, braam, aggressive

00:03.179

DSGNBoom_Shaman drum glitched 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC DRUM HIT GLITCHED - Shamanic drum hit granulated. Short glitched decay. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, 
boom, braam, aggressive

00:02.279

DSGNBoom_Shaman drum heavy impact_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC DRUM HIT PROCESSED - Shamanic drum hit granulated and distorted. Ghost airy decay. Bass, cinematic, hit, 
bang, dark, boom, braam, aggressive

00:05.748

DSGNBoom_Taiko distorted_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC DRUM HIT - Taiko drum hit with distorted decay. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, braam, aggressive 00:06.358

DSGNBoom_Taiko drum glitched_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC DRUM HIT GLITCHED - Taiko drum hit granulated. Glitched noisy decay. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, 
boom, braam, aggressive

00:03.920

DSGNBoom_Taiko drum with ping pong synth_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC DRUM HIT PROCESSED - Taiko drum hit with synth-like decay and ping-pong delay stab. Bass, cinematic, hit, 
bang, dark, boom, braam, aggressive

00:18.254

DSGNBoom_Taiko drum with synth decay_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC DRUM HIT PROCESSED - Taiko drum hit with synth-like decay. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, braam, 
aggressive

00:15.511

DSGNBoom_Taiko heavy feedback distortion_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC DRUM HIT - Taiko drum hit with distorted feedback loop. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, braam, 
aggressive

00:14.494

DSGNBoom_Taiko heavy_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC DRUM HIT - Processed taiko drum hit with distorted decay. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, braam, 
aggressive

00:04.299

DSGNBoom_Tremolo boom 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED BOOM HIT - Acoustic drum granulated and distorted. Intense noisy tremolo in release stage.  Bass, 
cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, aggressive, noisy, tremolo

00:07.651

DSGNBoom_Tremolo boom 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED BOOM HIT - Acoustic drum granulated and distorted. Intense noisy tremolo in release stage.  Bass, 
cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, aggressive, noisy, tremolo

00:06.830

DSGNBoom_Tremolo boom 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED BOOM HIT - Acoustic drum granulated and distorted. Intense noisy tremolo in release stage.  Bass, 
cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, aggressive, noisy, tremolo

00:07.497

DSGNBoom_Tremolo boom 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED BOOM HIT - Acoustic drum granulated and distorted. Intense noisy tremolo in release stage.  Bass, 
cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, aggressive, noisy, tremolo

00:06.503

DSGNBoom_Tremolo boom 5_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DESIGNED BOOM HIT - Acoustic drum, distorted tremolo decay with synth-like tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, 
boom, aggressive, noisy, tremolo

00:06.458

DSGNBram_Disturbance hit_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav BRAAM - Bass drum hit with agressive alarm-like tail. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, braam, aggressive 00:09.662

MUSCPerc_Shaman drum hit distorted 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC DRUM HIT - Shamanic drum hit with distorted decay. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, braam, 
aggressive

00:09.845
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MUSCPerc_Shaman drum hit distorted 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC DRUM HIT- Taiko drum hit with distorted decay. Pitch down glide. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, 
braam, aggressive

00:08.127

MUSCPerc_Shaman drum hit distorted 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC DRUM HIT- Shamanic drum hit with distorted decay. Pitched down. Noise deacy. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, 
dark, boom, braam, aggressive

00:03.319

DSGNDron_Deep metal drone 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DRONE DARK GRANULAR - Dark deep synthesized noisy granular drone. Dominating ringing harmonics. Bed, drone, 
granular, texture

00:27.165

DSGNDron_Deep metal drone 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DRONE DARK GRANULAR - Dark deep synthesized granular drone. Dominating ringing harmonics. Bed, drone, granular, 
texture

01:08.644

DSGNDron_Noisy granular drone_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DRONE GRANULAR - Dark deep noisy granular drone. Bed, drone, granular, texture 00:15.867

DSGNDron_Noisy granular monochord drone_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DRONE GRANULAR - Dark deep noisy granular drone made from monochord. Bed, drone, granular, texture 00:21.387

DSGNDron_Noisy granular vibrato drone_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DRONE GRANULAR - Dark deep noisy granular drone with pitch fluctuation. Bed, drone, granular, texture, dark 00:35.135

DSGNDron_Noisy metal vibration drone_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DRONE METAL GRANULAR - Dark granular drone made from vibrating metal sheet. Dominating ringing harmonics. Bed, 
drone, granular, texture

00:31.033

DSGNDron_Pitched gong drone_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DRONE DARK - Dark deep evolving drone made with pitched down large gongs. Bed, drone, granular, texture, dark, 
cinematic

03:04.077

DSGNBoom_Granular hit 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH IMPACT - Distorted granular glitch impulse. Short, noisy lo-fi glitch. Aggressive, hit, impact, noisy 00:14.157

DSGNBoom_Granular hit 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH IMPACT - Distorted granular glitch impulse. Short, noisy lo-fi glitch. Aggressive, hit, impact, noisy 00:11.224

DSGNBoom_Granular hit 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH IMPACT - Glitchy boom with tremolo decay. Aggressive, hit, impact, noisy, distorted 00:05.059

DSGNBoom_Tremolo hit_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH IMPACT - Glitchy hit with tremolo and pitch shifted decay. Aggressive, hit, impact, distorted 00:05.742

DSGNDist_Glitch distorted 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH - Distorted glitch. Short, noisy lo-fi glitch. Aggressive, hit, impact, stinger 00:01.978

DSGNDist_Glitch distorted 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH - Distorted glitch made of wood squeaks. Short, noisy lo-fi glitch. Aggressive, hit, impact, stinger 00:02.350

DSGNDist_Glitch distorted 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH - Distorted glitch made of wood squeaks. Short, noisy lo-fi glitch. Aggressive, hit, impact, stinger 00:01.659
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DSGNDist_Glitch distorted 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH - Distorted glitch made of wood squeaks. Short, noisy lo-fi glitch. Aggressive, hit, impact, stinger 00:01.531

DSGNDist_Glitch distorted 5_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH - Distorted glitch made of wood squeaks. Short, noisy lo-fi glitch. Aggressive, hit, impact, stinger 00:01.733

DSGNDist_Glitch distorted 6_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH - Distorted glitch made of wood squeaks. Short, noisy lo-fi glitch. Aggressive, hit, impact, stinger 00:02.341

DSGNDist_Glitch distorted 7_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH - Distorted glitch made of wood squeaks. Short, noisy lo-fi glitch. Aggressive, hit, impact, stinger 00:02.629

DSGNDist_Glitch distorted 8_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH - Distorted glitch made of wood squeaks. Short, noisy lo-fi glitch. Aggressive, hit, impact, stinger 00:02.943

DSGNDist_Glitch tech distorted 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH - Tech-related distorted glitch with pitch glide. Stinger, aggressive, distorted 00:01.989

DSGNDist_Glitch tech distorted 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH - Tech-related distorted glitch with pitch glide. Stinger, aggressive, distorted 00:01.477

DSGNDist_Glitch tech distorted 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH - Tech-related distorted glitch with pitch glide. Stinger, aggressive, distorted 00:01.113

DSGNMisc_Glitch granular texture_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH - Morphed distorted noisy glitch. Stinger, aggressive, distorted 00:04.754

DSGNSrce_Glitched distorted gong_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH - Distorted glitch made of gong sustain. Slow tremolo, noisy, lo-fi glitch. Aggressive, hit, impact, stinger 00:05.270

DSGNSrce_Metal glissando texture_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH - Designed rhytmic glitch made from metal friction. Descending pitch. Glitch, hit, impact 00:11.050

DSGNStngr_Pierced alarm stinger 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH - Piercing alarm-like glitch. Distorted with massive low end. Stinger, aggressive, distorted 00:01.752

DSGNStngr_Pierced alarm stinger 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GLITCH - Piercing alarm-like distorted glitch with massive low end. Stinger, aggressive, distorted 00:04.163

DSGNSynth_Dark granular cloud passby 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN CLOUD DARK - Dark noisy granular cloud passby in reverb. Granular, synth, designed 00:26.474

DSGNSynth_Dark granular cloud passby 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN CLOUD DARK - Dark noisy granular cloud passby in reverb. Granular, synth, designed 00:26.426

DSGNSynth_Dark granular cloud passby 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN CLOUD DARK DISTORTED - Dark noisy distorted granular cloud passby in reverb. Granular, synth, designed 00:12.203
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DSGNSynth_Dark granular cloud passby 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN CLOUD DARK PASSBY - Dark noisy granular cloud passby in reverb. Granular, synth, designed 00:24.008

DSGNSynth_Dark granular cloud passby 5_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN CLOUD DARK PASSBY - Dark noisy granular cloud passby in reverb. Granular, synth, designed 00:09.664

DSGNSynth_Dark granular cloud passby 6_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN CLOUD DARK PASSBY - Dark noisy granular cloud passby in reverb. Granular, synth, designed 00:11.419

DSGNSynth_Dark granular cloud passby 7_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN CLOUD DARK PASSBY - Dark noisy granular cloud passby in reverb. Granular, synth, designed 00:38.974

DSGNSynth_Granular bells cloud_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN CLOUD CHIMES - Atonal granular clouds made from brass wind chimes. Granular, synth, designed 00:05.641

DSGNSynth_Granular cloud pad 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRANULAR PAD - Shimmering granular pad atmo. Granular, shimmer, atmo, synth 00:26.220

DSGNSynth_Granular cloud pad 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRANULAR PAD CLOUD - Shimmering granular pad atmo. Granular, shimmer, atmo, synth 00:14.031

DSGNSynth_Granular cloud pad 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRANULAR PAD CLOUD - Shimmering granular pad atmo. Granular, shimmer, atmo, synth 00:14.212

DSGNSynth_Granular cloud pad 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRANULAR PAD CLOUD - Shimmering granular pad atmo. Granular, shimmer, atmo, synth 00:15.297

DSGNSynth_Granular madness cloud 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN CLOUD DARK - Dark noisy granular cloud passby. Granular, synth, designed 00:14.112

DSGNSynth_Granular madness cloud 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN CLOUD DARK - Dark noisy granular cloud passby. Granular, synth, designed 00:13.865

DSGNSynth_Granular metal squeak cloud 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN METALL CLOUD - Dark granular cloud made from processed metal squeaks and friction. Granular, synth, 
designed

00:10.285

DSGNSynth_Granular metal squeak cloud 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN METALL CLOUD - Dark granular cloud made from processed metal squeaks and friction. Granular, synth, 
designed

00:18.916

DSGNSynth_Granular metal squeak cloud 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN METALL CLOUD - Dark granular cloud made from processed metal squeaks and friction. Granular, synth, 
designed

00:13.554

DSGNSynth_Granular metal squeak cloud 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN METALL CLOUD - Dark granular cloud made from processed metal squeaks and friction. Granular, synth, 
designed

00:14.084

DSGNSynth_Granular voice cloud_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN CLOUD VOICE - Atonal granular cloud made from female voice. Granular, synth, designed, voice 00:11.123
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DSGNSynth_Synth granular cloud passby_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN CLOUD SYNTH - Atmospheric synth granular cloud passby in reverb. Granular, synth, designed 00:31.686

DSGNSynth_Voice and bells dreamy cloud 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN CLOUD VOICE - Granular cloud made from female voice and chimes. Granular, synth, designed, voice 00:29.848

DSGNSynth_Voice and bells dreamy cloud 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN CLOUD VOICE - Atonal granular cloud made from female voice and chimes. Granular, synth, designed, voice 00:36.168

DSGNSynth_Voice and guitar dreamy cloud_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN CLOUD VOICE - Granular cloud made from female voice and acoustic guitar. Granular, synth, designed, voice 00:36.965

DSGNSynth_Voice granular cloud passby_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GRAIN CLOUD DARK - Dark vocal-like granular cloud passby in reverb. Granular, synth, designed 00:10.578

DSGNBoom_Shaman drum impact_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC DRUM HIT GLITCH - Shamanic drum hit granulated. Filtered distortion in decay. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, 
dark, boom, braam, aggressive

00:08.509

DSGNSrce_Deep metal granular hit 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CINEMATIC IMPACT METAL - Processed metal rattle with reverb tail. String, pluck, granular, impact, metal, dark, 
cinematic

00:27.667

DSGNSrce_Deep metal granular hit 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CINEMATIC IMPACT METAL - Processed metal rattle with reverb tail. String, pluck, granular, impact, metal, dark, 
cinematic

00:33.583

DSGNSrce_Deep metal granular hit 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CINEMATIC IMPACT METAL - Processed metal rattle with reverb tail. String, pluck, granular, impact, metal, dark, 
cinematic

00:09.251

DSGNSrce_Deep metal granular hit 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CINEMATIC IMPACT METAL - Processed metal rattle with reverb tail. String, pluck, granular, impact, metal, dark, 
cinematic

00:12.257

DSGNSrce_Deep metal granular impact_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CINEMATIC IMPACT METAL - Processed metal rattle with reverb tail. String, pluck, granular, impact, metal, dark, 
cinematic

00:08.683

DSGNSrce_Granular string pluck 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav IMPACT TONAL - Granulated string pluck with reverb. String, pluck, granular, impact 00:13.298

DSGNSrce_Granular string pluck 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav IMPACT TONAL - Granulated string pluck with reverb. String, pluck, granular, impact 00:12.401

DSGNSrce_Granular xylo 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav IMPACT TONAL - Granulated xylo hits with reverb. Metal, granular, impact 00:07.891

DSGNSrce_Granular xylo 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav IMPACT TONAL - Granulated xylo hits with reverb. Metal, granular, impact 00:07.519

DSGNSrce_Metal tremolo hit_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CINEMATIC IMPACT METAL - Processed metal rattle with tremolo and bass impact. Granular, impact, metal, dark, 
cinematic

00:05.885
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DSGNSrce_Metal vibration descending pitch 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CINEMATIC IMPACT METAL - Processed granular metal rattle with pitch down glide. Granular, impact, metal, dark, 
cinematic

00:15.700

DSGNSrce_Metal vibration descending pitch 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CINEMATIC IMPACT METAL - Processed granular metal rattle with pitch down glide. Granular, impact, metal, dark, 
cinematic

00:12.972

DSGNSrce_Metal vibration impact 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CINEMATIC IMPACT METAL - Processed granular metal rattle impact. Granular, impact, metal, aggressive, cinematic 00:05.408

DSGNSrce_Metal vibration impact 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CINEMATIC IMPACT METAL - Processed granular metal rattle impact. Granular, impact, metal, aggressive, cinematic 00:05.105

DSGNSrce_Metal vibration processed 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CINEMATIC IMPACT METAL - Processed granulated metal rattle and vibration. Granular, impact, metal, aggressive, 
cinematic

00:18.052

DSGNSrce_Metal vibration processed 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CINEMATIC IMPACT METAL - Processed granulated metal rattle and vibration. Granular, impact, metal, aggressive, 
cinematic

00:08.113

DSGNSrce_Metal vibration processed 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CINEMATIC IMPACT METAL - Processed granulated metal rattle and vibration. Granular, impact, metal, aggressive, 
cinematic

00:14.937

DSGNSrce_Metal vibration processed 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CINEMATIC IMPACT METAL - Processed granulated metal rattle and vibration. Granular, impact, metal, aggressive, 
cinematic

00:05.977

DSGNSrce_Metal vibration processed 5_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CINEMATIC IMPACT METAL - Processed granulated metal rattle and vibration. Granular, impact, metal, aggressive, 
cinematic

00:07.420

DSGNSrce_Metal vibration processed 6_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CINEMATIC IMPACT METAL - Processed granulated metal rattle and vibration. Granular, impact, metal, aggressive, 
cinematic

00:09.141

DSGNSrce_Percussion madness 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC DRUM HIT GLITCH - Random granular percussion madness. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, braam, 
aggressive

00:11.770

DSGNSrce_Percussion madness 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC DRUM HIT GLITCH - Random granular percussion madness. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, braam, 
aggressive

00:12.707

DSGNSrce_Percussion madness 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC DRUM HIT GLITCH - Random granular percussion madness. Bass, cinematic, hit, bang, dark, boom, braam, 
aggressive

00:12.550

DSGNStngr_Processed gong squeak 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav METAL RESONANCE GLITCH - Metal resonance granulated and transformed into electronic bass slide. Bass, cinematic, 
hit, bang, dark, boom, braam, aggressive

00:08.019

DSGNStngr_Processed gong squeak 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav METAL RESONANCE GLITCH - Metal resonance granulated and transformed into electronic bass slide. Bass, cinematic, 
hit, bang, dark, boom, braam, aggressive

00:07.224

DSGNStngr_Processed gong squeak 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav METAL RESONANCE GLITCH - Metal resonance granulated and transformed into electronic bass slide. Bass, cinematic, 
hit, bang, dark, boom, braam, aggressive

00:06.213
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DSGNStngr_Synth granular stinger 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER - Granular synth atmospheric stinger. Reverb tail. Stinger, synth, granular 00:33.451

DSGNStngr_Synth granular stinger 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER IMPACT - Granular impact made of metal squeaks. Stinger, impact, boom, synth, granular 00:15.968

DSGNStngr_Synth granular stinger 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER IMPACT - Granular impact made of metal squeaks. Stinger, impact, boom, synth, granular 00:03.868

DSGNStngr_Synth granular stinger 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER IMPACT - Granular impact made of metal squeaks. Stinger, impact, boom, synth, granular 00:06.058

DSGNStngr_Synth granular stinger 5_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER IMPACT - Granular impact made of metal squeaks. Stinger, impact, boom, synth, granular 00:04.723

DSGNStngr_Synth granular stinger 6_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER IMPACT - Granular impact made of metal squeaks. Stinger, impact, boom, synth, granular 00:07.342

DSGNStngr_Synth granular stinger 7_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER IMPACT - Granular impact made of metal squeaks. Stinger, impact, boom, synth, granular 00:09.655

DSGNStngr_Synth granular stinger 8_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER IMPACT - Granular impact made of metal squeaks. Stinger, impact, boom, synth, granular 00:03.939

DSGNSynth_Lo-Fi granular texture_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER IMPACT - Granular impact made of metal squeaks. Stinger, impact, boom, synth, granular 00:08.743

BELLGong_Gong performance texture_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ATONAL AMBIENCE - Several gong play performance, processed, Bit crushed and slightly distorted. Long reverb tails. 
Dark, eerie, fantasy

01:45.801

DSGNErie_Gong friction atonal bed 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ATONAL BED DRONE - Gong friction with flumi, processed and harmonized. Long reverb. Dark, eerie, fantasy 03:27.930

DSGNErie_Gong friction atonal bed 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ATONAL ETHEREAL TEXTURE- Gong friction with flumi, processed and harmonized. Atonal blips. Long reverb. Dark, 
eerie, fantasy

00:39.922

DSGNEthr_Ethereal chimes pad 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ETHEREAL BED - Tuned chimes (Koshi brand) and synth transformed into shimmering fantasy pad. Music, chime, 
fantasy

02:59.576

DSGNEthr_Ethereal chimes pad 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ETHEREAL BED - Tuned chimes (Koshi brand) granulated into shimmering fantasy pad. Music, chime, fantasy 01:00.712

DSGNEthr_Ethereal chimes pad 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ETHEREAL BED - Tuned chimes (Koshi brand) granulated into shimmering fantasy pad. Music, chime, fantasy 01:01.346

DSGNEthr_Ethereal monochord_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ETHEREAL BED - Monochord transformed into harmonized shimmering fantasy bed. Music, chime, fantasy 02:26.155
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DSGNEthr_Ethereal singing bowls_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ETHEREAL BED - Singing bowls transformed into harmonized shimmering fantasy bed. Music, chime, fantasy 01:46.634

DSGNEthr_Ethereal strings 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ETHEREAL BED - Cello transformed into harmonized shimmering fantasy bed. Music, chime, fantasy 02:22.550

DSGNEthr_Ethereal strings 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ETHEREAL BED - Cello transformed into granular shimmering fantasy bed. Music, chime, fantasy 01:02.252

DSGNEthr_Ethereal strings 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ETHEREAL BED - Cello transformed into granular shimmering fantasy bed. Music, chime, fantasy 01:50.259

DSGNEthr_Ethereal strings 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ETHEREAL ARP - Cello transformed into granular shimmering looped fantasy arp. Music, chime, fantasy 01:01.828

DSGNEthr_Processed shruthi drone with orchestra chimes_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav MUSIC STEM - Shruthi box eerie drone and orchestra chimes. Music, fantasy, drone 02:28.123

DSGNEthr_Tubular bells extreme pitch down 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CHIMES PROCESSED - Tubular bells extreme pitch down and transformed into dark metallic bed. Music, chime, fantasy 00:59.913

DSGNEthr_Tubular bells extreme pitch down 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CHIMES PROCESSED - Tubular bells extreme pitch down and transformed into dark metallic bed. Music, chime, fantasy 01:47.114

DSGNEthr_Tubular bells granulated_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CHIMES PROCESSED - Tubular bells granulated and transformed into freezed shimmering fantasy chime. Music, chime, 
fantasy

01:41.027

DSGNEthr_Tuned chimes shimmer ambience_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ETHEREAL BED - Reversed tuned chimes (Koshi brand) pitched down and transformed into shimmering fantasy bed. 
Music, chime, fantasy

01:29.602

DSGNVocl_Chanting voice layered atmo_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav MUSIC STEM - Chanting voices drone, granulated. Voice layered bed. Music, fantasy, drone 02:52.190

DSGNVocl_Processed chanting with monochord v1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav MUSIC STEM - Chanting eerie voices drone, granulated with processed monochord performance. Music, fantasy, drone 02:42.622

DSGNVocl_Processed chanting with monochord v2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav MUSIC STEM - Chanting eerie voices drone, granulated with processed monochord performance. Music, fantasy, drone 02:52.619

DSGNVocl_Processed chanting with shruthi_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav MUSIC STEM - Chanting eerie voices drone, granulated with processed shruthi box performance and orchestra chimes. 
Music, fantasy, drone, vocal

01:26.212

MUSCSong_Chimes granular ambience_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav MUSIC STEM - Tuned chimes granulated. Melodic fantasy ambience and shimmer. Music, chime, fantasy 02:10.058

DSGNRise_Granular riser 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav RISER GRANULAR - Rising granular texture. Noisy and distorted. Riser, noisy, distorted, dark 00:09.343
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DSGNRise_Granular riser 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav RISER GRANULAR - Rising granular texture. Noisy and distorted. Riser, noisy, distorted, dark 00:24.407

DSGNRise_Metal pieces shaking riser 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav RISER TREMOLO - Riser made from metal pieces vibration. Tremolo in attack stage. Sci-fi feel. Riser, noisy, distorted, 
dark

00:06.391

DSGNRise_Metal pieces shaking riser 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav RISER TREMOLO - Riser made from metal pieces vibration. Tremolo in attack stage. Sci-fi feel. Riser, noisy, distorted, 
dark

00:10.757

DSGNRise_Noisy granular riser_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav RISER GRANULAR METAL - Rising granular texture made from shaking metal. Noisy and distorted. Riser, noisy, 
distorted, dark

00:09.480

DSGNRise_Pitch mod riser_IMPACTO.wav RISER GRANULAR METAL - Rising granular texture made from shaking metal. Modulated pitch. Noisy and distorted. 
Riser, noisy, distorted, dark

00:15.088

DSGNRise_Reversed chimes riser_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav RISER CHIMES - Riser made from processed reversed chimes. Riser, noisy, chimes, reversed 00:15.190

DSGNRise_Reversed metal vibration riser_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav RISER GRANULAR METAL - Rising granular texture made from reversed metal singing bowl vibration. Riser, chimes, 
magic

00:29.486

DSGNRise_Reversed singing bowl riser_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav RISER GRANULAR METAL - Rising granular texture made from reversed metal singing bowl hit.  Riser, chimes, magic 00:31.036

DSGNRise_Tremolo riser 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav RISER TREMOLO - Riser with tremolo in grow stage. Sci-fi feel. Riser, noisy, distorted, dark 00:11.395

DSGNRise_Tremolo riser 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav RISER TREMOLO - Riser with tremolo in grow stage. Sci-fi feel. Riser, noisy, distorted, dark 00:08.551

DSGNRise_Tremolo riser 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav RISER TREMOLO - Riser with tremolo in grow stage. Sci-fi feel. Riser, noisy, distorted, dark 00:15.422

DSGNRise_Tremolo riser 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav RISER TREMOLO - Riser with tremolo in grow stage. Sci-fi feel. Riser, noisy, distorted, dark 00:16.847

DSGNRise_Tremolo riser with impact 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav RISER TREMOLO WITH IMPACT - Riser with tremolo/phaser in attack stage. Taiko impact. Riser, noisy, distorted, dark, 
impact

00:17.597

DSGNRise_Tremolo riser with impact 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav RISER TREMOLO WITH IMPACT - Riser with tremolo in attack stage. Medium synth impact. Riser, noisy, distorted, dark, 
impact

00:20.627

BELLGong_Gong 32inch hit 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG HIT - Gong, 32inch size, large soft mallet hit. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 00:45.240

BELLGong_Gong 32inch hit 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG HIT - Gong, 32inch size, large soft mallet hit. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 00:56.792
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BELLGong_Gong 32inch hit 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG HIT - Gong, 32inch size, large soft mallet hit. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 01:00.400

BELLGong_Gong 32inch hit 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG HIT - Gong, 32inch size, large soft mallet hit. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 00:57.939

BELLGong_Gong distorted hit 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG HIT DISTORTED - Gong, 32inch size, large soft mallet hit. Distorted with overdrive. Long decay tail. Acoustic, 
metal, resonating, impact, hit

01:10.527

BELLGong_Gong distorted hit 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG HIT DISTORTED - Gong, 32inch size, large soft mallet hit. Distorted with overdrive. Long decay tail. Acoustic, 
metal, resonating, impact, hit

00:56.659

BELLGong_Gong friction 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 32inch size, flumi friction squeaks pitched down. Acoustic, metal, resonating, squeak, friction 00:19.714

BELLGong_Gong friction 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 32inch size, flumi friction squeaks pitched down. Acoustic, metal, resonating, squeak, friction 00:23.825

BELLGong_Gong friction 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 32inch size, flumi friction squeaks pitched down. Acoustic, metal, resonating, squeak, friction 00:30.088

BELLGong_Gong friction 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 32inch size, flumi friction squeaks pitched down. Acoustic, metal, resonating, squeak, friction 00:19.709

BELLGong_Gong friction pitched down 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 32inch size, large friction using flumi. Pitched down. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 00:37.413

BELLGong_Gong friction pitched down 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 32inch size, large friction using flumi. Pitched down. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 00:43.160

BELLGong_Gong friction pitched down 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 32inch size, large friction using flumi. Pitched down. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 00:37.528

BELLGong_Gong friction pitched down 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 32inch size, large friction using flumi. Pitched down. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 00:37.942

BELLGong_Gong friction pitched down 5_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 32inch size, large friction using flumi. Pitched down. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 00:24.632

BELLGong_Gong friction pitched down 6_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 32inch size, large friction using flumi. Pitched down. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 00:17.769

BELLGong_Gong friction pitched down long 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 32inch size, friction using flumi. Pitched down. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 00:20.622

BELLGong_Gong friction pitched down long 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 32inch size, friction using flumi. Pitched down. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 00:43.807
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BELLGong_Gong friction pitched down long 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 32inch size, friction using flumi. Pitched down. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 00:34.223

BELLGong_Gong friction pitched down long 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 32inch size, friction using flumi. Pitched down. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 01:07.426

BELLGong_Gong friction pitched down performance 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 36inch size, long friction performance using flumi. Pitched down with reverb. Acoustic, metal, 
resonating

01:58.144

BELLGong_Gong friction pitched down performance 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 36inch size, long friction performance using flumi. Pitched down with reverb. Acoustic, metal, 
resonating

00:37.324

BELLGong_Gong friction pitched down performance 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 36inch size, long friction performance using flumi. Pitched down with reverb. Acoustic, metal, 
resonating

01:38.453

BELLGong_Gong friction pitched with shimmer reverb_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG FRICTION - Gong, 32inch size, large friction using flumi. Pitched down with shimmer reverb. Acoustic, metal, 
resonating, impact, hit

00:50.142

BELLGong_Gong pitched up hit 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG HIT - Gong, 32inch size, large soft mallet hit. Pitched up. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 00:52.735

BELLGong_Gong pitched up hit 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG HIT - Gong, 32inch size, large soft mallet hit. Pitched up. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 00:43.690

BELLGong_Gong pitched up hit 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG HIT - Gong, 32inch size, large soft mallet hit. Pitched up. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, hit 00:50.649

BELLGong_Hit singing bowl pitch descend_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav GONG HIT - Gong, 32inch size, large soft mallet hit. Descending pitch in release stage. Acoustic, metal, resonating, 
impact, hit

00:56.551

BELLGong_Singing bowls polyphonic hit_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav SINGING BOWL HIT - Polyphonic hits against two singinging bowls Long reverb tail. Acoustic, metal, resonating, impact, 
hit

00:31.744

DSGNSrce_Drum skin friction 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DRUM SKIN FRICTION - Drum skin friction with flumi. Pitched down and processed. Texture, friction 00:05.349

DSGNSrce_Drum skin friction 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DRUM SKIN FRICTION - Drum skin friction with flumi. Pitched down and processed. Texture, friction 00:04.814

DSGNSrce_Drum skin friction synth_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav DRUM SKIN FRICTION - Drum skin friction with flumi. Pitched down and processed with synth-like feel. Texture, 
friction, synth

00:07.710

DSGNSrce_Granular wind chimes_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav CHIMES PROCESSED - Metal wind chimes granulated and processed. Chimes, magic 00:18.927

MUSCMisc_Shruthi box 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENT - Shruthi box atonal blow. Acoustic, atonal, accordeon 00:10.176
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MUSCMisc_Shruthi box 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENT - Shruthi box atonal blow. Acoustic, atonal, accordeon 00:07.991

MUSCMisc_Shruthi box 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENT - Shruthi box atonal blow. Acoustic, atonal, accordeon 00:02.713

MUSCMisc_Shruthi box 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENT - Shruthi box atonal blow. Acoustic, atonal, accordeon 00:04.769

MUSCMisc_Shruthi box pitch descend_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENT - Shruthi box atonal blow. Pitch descend in release. Acoustic, atonal, accordeon 00:13.882

MUSCMisc_Shruthi box pitched down 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENT - Shruthi box atonal blow. Heavily pitched down. Acoustic, atonal, accordeon 00:10.234

MUSCMisc_Shruthi box pitched down 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENT - Shruthi box atonal blow. Heavily pitched down. Acoustic, atonal, accordeon 00:15.763

MUSCStr_Monochord performance processed 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC STRING INSTRUMENT - Monochord performance processed. String, acoustic, instrument 00:40.767

MUSCStr_Monochord performance processed 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav ACOUSTIC STRING INSTRUMENT - Monochord performance processed. String, acoustic, instrument 00:38.280

MUSCWind_Didgeridoo short blow 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WIND INSTRUMENT DIDGERIDOO - Pitched down didgeridoo blow. Organic texture. Reverb added. Dark, texture, 
music instrument

00:04.521

MUSCWind_Didgeridoo short blow 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WIND INSTRUMENT DIDGERIDOO - Pitched down didgeridoo blow. Organic texture. Reverb added. Dark, texture, 
music instrument

00:05.249

MUSCWind_Didgeridoo strange texture_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WIND INSTRUMENT DIDGERIDOO - Heavily pitched down didgeridoo blow. Organic texture. Reverb added. Dark, 
texture, music instrument

00:06.688

DSGNStngr_Distorted metal stinger 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER - Piercing scream-like stinger made from metal friction. Reverb tail. Stinger, aggressive, distorted 00:12.367

DSGNStngr_Distorted metal stinger 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER - Piercing scream-like stinger made from metal friction. Reverb tail. Stinger, aggressive, distorted 00:05.359

DSGNStngr_Distorted metal stinger_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER - Piercing distorted stinger made from singing bowl. Reverb tail. Stinger, aggressive, distorted 00:15.399

DSGNStngr_Electronic stinger_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER - Piercing electronic distorted stinger with bass hit. Reverb tail. Stinger, aggressive, distorted 00:12.693

DSGNStngr_Metal granular stinger_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER - Strange noisy sci fi granular hit. Long reverb tail.  Stinger, aggressive, distorted, sci-fi 00:07.797
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DSGNStngr_Metal scream hit_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER - Aggressive metal friction granular hit. Long reverb tail.  Stinger, aggressive, distorted, sci-fi 00:07.751

DSGNStngr_Metal squeak stinger_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER - Piercing alarm-like distorted stinger. Reverb tail. Stinger, aggressive, distorted 00:09.764

DSGNStngr_Pierced alarm stinger 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER - Piercing alarm-like distorted hit. Reverb tail. Stinger, aggressive, distorted 00:11.462

DSGNStngr_Pierced alarm stinger 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER - Piercing alarm-like glitch. Distorted with reverb tail. Stinger, aggressive, distorted 00:06.021

DSGNStngr_Pierced alarm stinger 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER IMPACT - Piercing alarm-like shamanic drum impact. Distorted, guitar-like reverb tail. Stinger, aggressive, 
distorted

00:05.685

DSGNStngr_Piercing stinger impact_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav STINGER - Piercing peocessed metal stinger with bass hit. Reverb tail. Stinger, aggressive, distorted 00:12.686

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed whoosh with doppler and explosion-like impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed

00:06.105

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed whoosh with doppler and explosion-like impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed

00:09.860

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:05.641

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:07.541

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 5_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:06.625

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 6_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:06.692

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 7_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:06.892

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 8_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:07.444

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 9_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:09.958

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 10_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:04.635
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WHSH_Whoosh and hit 11_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:12.296

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 12_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:08.681

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 13_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:06.184

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 14_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:03.800

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 15_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:05.929

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 16_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:08.506

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 17_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:09.003

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 18_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:07.980

WHSH_Whoosh and hit 19_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH IMPACT DESIGNED - Designed trailer whoosh with doppler and heavy bass impact. Whoosh, swish, impact, 
designed, trailer, cinematic

00:07.492

DSGNRise_Friction drum whoosh_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH - Dark whoosh, made from drum skin friction. Dark, whoosh, swish, airy 00:06.781

WHSH_Bell processed whoosh 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH - Small hand bell transformed into airy pass by whoosh. Bell, whoosh, swish, airy 00:05.875

WHSH_Bell processed whoosh 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH - Small hand bell transformed into airy pass by whoosh. Bell, whoosh, swish, airy 00:05.875

WHSH_Bell processed whoosh 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH - Small hand bell transformed into airy pass by whoosh. Bell, whoosh, swish, airy 00:08.780

WHSH_Bell processed whoosh 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH - Small hand bell transformed into airy pass by whoosh. Bell, whoosh, swish, airy 00:11.017

WHSH_Bell processed whoosh 5_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH - Small hand bell transformed into airy pass by whoosh. Bell, whoosh, swish, airy 00:11.848

WHSH_Designed tremolo whoosh 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH DESIGNED - Designed sci-fi whoosh with doppler and tremolo. Whoosh, swish, designed 00:07.243
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WHSH_Designed tremolo whoosh 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH DESIGNED - Designed sci-fi whoosh with doppler and tremolo. Whoosh, swish, designed 00:05.446

WHSH_Designed tremolo whoosh 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH DESIGNED - Designed sci-fi whoosh with doppler and tremolo. Whoosh, swish, designed 00:07.249

WHSH_Designed tremolo whoosh 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH DESIGNED - Designed sci-fi whoosh with doppler and tremolo. Whoosh, swish, designed 00:03.856

WHSH_Designed tremolo whoosh 5_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH DESIGNED - Designed sci-fi whoosh with doppler and tremolo. Whoosh, swish, designed 00:06.386

WHSH_Small bells vibration whoosh_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH DESIGNED - Designed metallic whoosh made from bells vibration, reversed bass drop hit. Whoosh, swish, 
designed

00:08.572

WHSH_Whoosh designed 1_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH DESIGNED - Designed granular whoosh with doppler. Whoosh, swish, designed 00:08.554

WHSH_Whoosh designed 2_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH DESIGNED - Designed granular whoosh with doppler. Whoosh, swish, designed 00:14.437

WHSH_Whoosh designed 3_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH DESIGNED - Designed granular whoosh with doppler. Ghost voices. Whoosh, swish, designed, voice 00:15.258

WHSH_Whoosh designed 4_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH DESIGNED - Designed granular whoosh with doppler. Whoosh, swish, designed 00:06.954

WHSH_Whoosh designed 5_KDRa_IMPACTO.wav WHOOSH DESIGNED - Designed granular whoosh with doppler. Whoosh, swish, designed 00:03.176
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